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Here we are facing another winter.  That alone elicits a myriad of
emotions from people.  Some love it, others dread it.  No matter
how you feel about it...winter in Minnesota inevitable.  The snow
and cold temperatures make many of us want to hunker down
and wait for spring.  The problem this year is that we've already
hunkered down for the entire spring, summer and fall. No matter
what level of hunkering you do, there will be times that you have
to travel, either across the state by car or around the world by
airplane, ship or bus.

Whether traveling around the state, country or world this winter,
make sure to note the different food cultures that you encounter
along the way.  In this time when diversity needs to flourish like
never before, learning about someone else’s food culture can not
only tell you a lot about that person, but it is an easy and
uncontroversial (mostly) subject to talk about with a stranger. 
 We have presented five (5) stories of different food cultures,
how they have developed and evolved.  

Travelling by car is more popular...and safer... than any other
means this season.  Safety on the road starts way before you get
behind the wheel.  Maintaining physical and mental health will
greatly improve your chances for survival, should you be stranded
in your car for some winter reason. If you are taking a road trip,
take a look at Natalie’s list of winter hazards, how to avoid them
and what to keep in your emergency kit.  

This issue features our first Vendor Spotlight.  Meat the Saureres
of DCBL Acres in Avon, MN.  They do everything from pasture
raised meats & poultry to produce to pet foods.  Read about their
farm this month and come back in the Spring 2021 issue to learn
more.

As always, I welcome any questions, concerns and/or
compliments regarding the GE Digest.  You can reach me at
gedigest@goodearthfoodcoop.coop. 

Until next time, 
stay well and
be safe,

Bobbie Hentges
GE Digest Editor
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Greetings from the Board

of Directors!

We hope that the season finds you and
yours peace, happiness, and of course,
safety and good health.  The holidays will
be very different for all of us.  

At the Good Earth Food Co-op, 2020 has
been a rough year, but there have been
some bright spots along the way.
Recently, five new members joined the
Board.  We are confident in our ability to
make some great strides to help our new
general manager, Luke Shell, increase
sales and increase our membership base.

We've had a challenging but successful
year, made possible in large part by
Luke's experience and leadership. We are
grateful to have had his steady hand on
the wheel and delighted that he accepted
a permanent position as our General
Manager. That said, there is much work
ahead. Our financial viability remains
uncertain, and competition is fierce.
Although we've been able to buy some
time, keeping the co-op alive will require
an increase in sales as well as donations
and grant-funded support along the way.

We made an exciting step as a co-op this
year by entering into a legal arrangement
with the Cooperative Development Fund,
which allows us to accept tax-deductible
donations for certain projects and
expenditures that fit within the Fund's
501(c)3 tax status for charitable and
educational purposes. This is where you
come in. In addition to being more aware
of your personal shopping habits, and
prioritizing the co-op as much as possible,
we would ask you to keep the co-op in
mind when you and those around you are
planning your charitable contributions for
the year.

For any members who have extended a
loan to GEFC, a decision on your part to
transfer the loan to a gift would be an
incredible gesture of your support, and
we would be so grateful for that or any
other donation you can offer. No gift is
too small, and we thank you for doing
whatever you can, whether it be through
a personal donation or by helping get the
word out about our financial needs, to
help us achieve our long-term
sustainability and success of the co-op.

The store is looking great and ready for
the holiday season!  While our gatherings
for the holidays may be smaller, there are
still ways to feed your family with health
and style. Check out the deli for catering
ideas.  

If you're looking for ideas for gifts, the
co-op is a wonderful place to start.  With
the wide range of health and beauty 

supplies or unique and sustainablekitchen
gadgets, the staff at the co-op could
prepare a beautiful gift basket!

As we look to the new year, our hope is
that our co-op will not only survive but
thrive.  With help from staff, our GM, the
Board, volunteers and you, our valuable
members, we believe wecan achieve this.
Please, we encourage you to help spread
the word of the co-op and invite your
family and friends to shop.

As always, the board would like to thank
the tireless efforts of Luke and his staff.
They are knowledgeable and ready to
help without hesitation!  Our co-op
would not be here today if it were not for
their time, dedication and care.

Happy Holidays to all!

GEFC Board of Directors
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ANY TIME OF YEAR
YOU CAN FEED A
CROWD AND STAY

HEALTHY BY
BRINGING HOME
YOUR FAVORITES
FROM THE DELI

ORDER SOUP, BAKED
GOODS, SALADS OR TRAYS

FILLED WITH MEAT &
CHEESE, VEGGIES OR FRUIT

To place an order please contact the deli
at (320) 253-9290 or

deli.management@goodearthfoodcoop.coop

All orders must
be picked up
during regular
business hours.



New Board member Michelle
Johnson is a local girl. She grew up
on a dairy farm near Melrose,
graduated from CSB │SJU, then
accepted a position with a Twin
Cities’ consulting firm specializing in
leadership strategy for healthcare
organizations. Michelle brings her
many talents to the Board, along

with her love for the land and the

food it produces. Now, let’s learn
more about her.

Michelle, tell us about yourself and

what you enjoy most about your
work life. 

Because I've never lived outside of

this state, what I enjoy most about
my work life (I now work for a

Chicago consulting company) is the

travel opportunities. I've logged well
over a million miles, have seen every
major city in America, and I’ve

traveled for fun throughout much of

Europe and elsewhere. 

A little bird told us that you and

your youngest daughter are
vegetarians, your eldest is a meat-
eater, and your husband is a

pescatarian. How do those eating

styles work at mealtime and on
holidays? For instance, do you all
enjoy common dishes?

We absolutely enjoy common dishes!
When we cook and eat as a family
(which we've been doing A LOT

more of since March), the meals are
vegetarian. My husband will
occasionally pick up sushi or a tuna

steak for himself, and our 22-year
old incorporates meat from time to
time or for special occasions. We

took the family to Manny’s
Steakhouse in Minneapolis to
celebrate their 18th birthday, and I

think the wait staff was confused

after they rolled out meat to our
table for viewing and only one of us
ordered a steak!

We know that you strongly believe

in locally and sustainably grown
food and that you served on the

Central MN Sustainability Project’s
Board. Is that why you ran for a

seat on GEFC’s Board?  

Definitely. As a farm kid, I'm
genetically hard-wired to love the

land, an aspect of my personality
that evolved over time. As an adult,
I read In Defense of Food, The

Organic Manifesto and Eating

Animals, which shaped how I think
about food. It's easy to make these
topics overly complex—or worse,
political—but the information was
presented simply and matter-of-

factly, making it much easier to
digest (pun intended!). For a variety
of reasons, my journey led me to
give up meat. It was my 2016 New
Year’s Resolution. Because I knew
that I would miss hamburgers the

most, I ate four double hamburgers
from Burger King on New Year's Eve

(yes, four, and yes, double).

What role has organic food played in
your life, growing up and as an
adult?

My mom had a garden the size of a

small field when we were growing

up. Every meal was made from
scratch. Between that and the raw
milk we drank, we were about as "off

the grid" as it comes, food-wise. That
said, it wasn't all healthy. My mom
baked A LOT, and we had dessert
with every meal. As a result, my
sugar addiction is real. Fortunately,
the Co-op has yummy scones and So
Delicious coconut milk ice cream,
because that's a vice I'm not willing

to eliminate.  

Tell us about any special interests
you enjoy. 

I'm a very simple person, and I live 

CONT'D ON PAGE 5
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Connie’s Story  Connie and I became

good friends in high school. Since

then, she has traded cold Midwest
winters for year-round sunny weather.
She weighs in on what food culture
means to her.

“I had to give this some thought.
When we lived back home, many of

our meals used recipes that were
handed down from my dad’s mom and

were German in origin. “When I lived

in New York State, cooking centered

around just plain home cooking.
“When I lived in Southern California,
there was a strong Mexican influence.
A lot done with cornmeal, cheese, and

spicy peppers. “Here in Northern
California, we still have the Mexican
influence, but, here, we’re also in
“wine country.”  Wine in sauces on
foods and paired with foods is
important. Up here, we have many
restaurants with menus based on the

country of origin -- Japanese,
Mexican, Italian, American BBQ, etc.,
and a wine to accompany the meal.

“So, to me, food culture would have a

regional influence but not necessarily a

country of origin.”

Google Says “Food culture (by
definition) refers to the practices,
attitudes, and beliefs as well as the

networks and institutions surrounding

the production, distribution, and

consumption of food." That’s a mouth
full so let’s break it down — food

culture is the connection, beliefs, and

experience we have with food and our
food system.

I’d add nourishment, joy, relationships,
and stories. Do you have others you
could add, gentle reader?

Connie’s story and Pete’s, Kirby’s,
Marian’s, and Eadie’s stories all shed

light on how food connects us to
others. For me, food culture is all
about the joy of eating (the

relationships, the connections, the

beliefs) and these stories (and 

 countless others), born of food.

Pete’s Story  I met Pete and his wife
not long after moving to Minnesota. 

Pete believes that “we bring food into
our relationships.” He hails from a

neighboring state, and brought his
part-German food likes into his
marriage. His Minnesota-born wife,
loves her food heritage, Scandinavian,
especially the traditional lutefisk. Pete
ate it once, didn’t love it (just guessing

that codfish soaked in lye may be

why). Whether she prepared it at
home or it was served at her parents’
home, he doesn’t remember. Another
tradition he did and does enjoy? The

road trips to smelt fish fries. They both
enjoy them.  

Their cuisine isn’t just either German
or Scandinavian. Pete likes to cook. He

grills turkeys. He did not grow up
eating Minnesota’s famous recipe, the

hotdish. Now, he bakes up the

sweetest hotdish imaginable, with
leftover grilled turkey. Smothered in
Tater Tots.

Kirby’s Story  Former neighbor, Kirby,
was his church’s organist, and he

taught organ. He served at least one

term as president of an arts
organization I belonged to. One of the

joys of his life was putting on small
dinner parties. Our organization
published a monthly newsletter, and

the editor assigned me to write Kirby’s
story. With pleasure! 

“If I only had $200 left to my name, I
would spend it all on a dinner party,”
he told me when we met at his home

for the interview. Insightful. I couldn’t
wait to hear more. 

Kirby did everything, from conception
to cleanup. It was part of the joy of 

entertaining. It was all made possible
using his well-perfected system.

First item on the list -- choose a

theme. No themes were ever

repeated! It helped him coordinate
food and beverage recipes from his
large collection, and table settings
and decorations that “announced” the

theme to his guests. One summer,
friends gathered in his back yard for
a picnic theme. The table was
covered in quilts, and whimsical
lanterns lighted the night.

Other parties were held indoors and

were often more formal.  Two weeks
before the party, Kirby mailed

invitations. His guest lists were small,
between eight and ten per party. The

editor and her husband had attended

at least one gala evening, and her
enthusiasm for what she experienced

made me thankful for the opportunity
to write this story. 

Days before the party, Kirby prepared

many of the make-ahead dishes,
leaving only a few to the last minute. 

For this party, Kirby used his mother’s
table linens and table settings of fine

china, silverware, glass goblets, and

wine glasses. The table was set for
another memorable evening. The

centerpiece? Twenty-five individual,
lighted, black tapers of varying

heights filled the length of the table.
Eye-popping! That’s what newsletter
readers saw on the page next to my
article, thanks to our talented,
professional photographer. 

His to-do list completed, Kirby
changed into eveningwear.   After 

CONT'D ON PAGE 5
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simply, too. My favorite activity is
taking a walk with my husband and

our dog (no phones allowed). 

Do you have a favorite season -- and

why?

Definitely summer. I have a busy and

demanding job, but I still view
summers as I did on the farm: an
opportunity for three glorious months
of nonstop, nature-loving outdoor
time.  

What is something humorous or
serious that people may not know
about you?

Hopefully, this is more serious than
humorous, but I'm in a bit of a role-
reversal marriage. Except for
managing our finances (which is all
my husband… there's definitely a

silver lining to OCD!), I handle most
of the traditional "husband" duties at
home, including serving as the main
breadwinner, fixing things that break
and dealing with the plumbers and

electricians (it always takes them a

minute to realize my husband is
directing them to talk to me, not
him). He plans our vacations, does
the laundry, and does most of the

cooking (it's… OK). And when my
kids were little and they fell and hurt
themselves, they ran to dad for hugs
and kisses.

Is there anything else you’d like to
add?

I think I'll end with a plea, which is
for everyone to evaluate their
shopping habits and consider
meaningfully incorporating the Co-op
into their regular shopping routine.
We’re member-owned, and we

historically operate at a loss or
break-even position—but we’re open
to everyone. We need support to stay
alive. Our community is
extraordinarily fortunate to have

access to wholesome, no-nonsense
food. The Aldis, Fresh Thymes,
Costcos, and Walmarts continue to
peel away at our customer base.

Shopping at the Co-op does the right
thing for our bodies, for the

community, and for the honest and

hardworking farmers who work to
put healthy, sustainable and

ethically-produced food on our table.
I ask the reader to shop at the Co-
op, and consider becoming a

member. We want as many people
supporting the Co-op as possible!

clearing the table and serving wines,
coffee, and dessert, everyone stayed

seated for at least two hours,
enjoying one another’s company and

good conversation

For Kirby, the party ended the

following morning. That’s when he

hand-washed every dish, cup and

saucer, utensil, goblet, and wine

glass. That was his time to relive and

relish conversations, friends and

enjoyment of the food he had

prepared, even hearing their
compliments as they bid one other
goodnight. It all significantly added

to the joys of party-giving.  While
storing everything away, Kirby’s mind

turned to ideas for his next dinner
party. 

Aunt Marian’s Story  My mother’s
sister, Marian, married Sam, a

businessman in the food industry,
who happened to enjoy cooking his
Italian family’s many recipes. Aunt
learned how to prepare them, and he

taught her his cooking secrets that
ensured each dish’s success. She also
cooked our German family’s recipes. 

Meatballs (with spaghetti, of course)
and sausage were favorites. Both
recipes live on in my family’s recipe

archive. Each Christmas, Mom and

Aunt made must-have sausages – in
patties or in links – to serve at early
Christmas morning breakfast.
Infrequently, Uncle Sam cooked

meatballs for company. It was always
a special treat to be invited to those
meals.  My mother was a fine cook,
too (I didn’t get that gene), and 

FOOD CULTURE
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Marian taught her all she knew
cooking Italian. My brother requested

that Mom make meatballs and

spaghetti every Sunday for weeks
before he left for boot camp. None of

us ever complained when we sat
down to a plate of his (and our)
favorite meal. Then and now, those
dinners connected us to my brother
and to Uncle.   

About dessert. Uncle loved spumoni
ice cream. It took just one spoonful
to love it, too. 

Eadie’s Story  I dearly loved my
mother-in-law. She and her hubby
planted and tended a very large

garden in back of their small house in
the small town near my hometown.
She preserved everything they didn’t
eat. The center of Eadie’s Story is her
Christmas Box. Thoughtful, loving –
memorable. 

Eadie’s three children and their kids
meant the world to her. Her food box
was an expression of that love. Just
before our Christmas meal at their
home, she wrapped three boxes in
festive wrappings, then filled them
with several varieties of her veggies,
along with many other foods tailored

to each family’s likes. For weeks, she

baked countless batches of cookies,
fudge, and other goodies. She loaded

boxes and tins with generous
portions of her sweet treats.
Depending on sweet tooths, they
could last for weeks.

Call it “food culture,” or something

else. By any name, food connects us
to one another, helps us form
relationships, and nourishes our
bodies, souls, and minds. Our
experiences become memories, which
we like to share, as I’ve done here.

Wendell Berry – and the final word. 

This Kentucky farmer found time to
write 50 books of essays, poetry, and

fiction. He’s a food culture all unto
his own. From The Pleasure of Eating,

“A significant part of the pleasure of

eating is in one’s accurate
consciousness of the lives and the

world from which food comes.”5



vitamin, read the article in our Fall
Issue.

Health Hazard #3 – Mental Wellness

In these very unusual days we live in,
it’s especially crucial to stay mentally
fit.

Stay connected – Online platforms,
like Zoom, bring loved ones into your
home. It’s easy to set up an account.
Paid or free, depending on your needs.

Stay curious - Udemy.com is just one
online classroom offering affordably-
priced courses. (Some may be free.)
Depending on your interest, look for
membership sites that offer community
support and learning for a fee. 

Learn a new skill - Quilt, knit, crochet,
garden, cook, bake – you name it.
Youtube is your go-to. 

Play - board games! Chess, checkers,
Scrabble, Upwords, Password are just
a few of the classics. Card games --
Bridge or Pinochle or Canasta. Set up
competitions with family and friends (in
person, when possible, or via Zoom).
Work jigsaw puzzles and crossword
puzzles. 

Listen to music - It DOES lift and
soothe the spirit!

Watch old movies - Plan weekend
movie-thons. Make popcorn or caramel
corn, fix a lovely warm beverage. Kick
back and enjoy. Talk about what you
liked about the movie when it’s over. A
very short list of my faves are –
anything with Cary Grant. The Maltese
Falcon, Casablanca, Suspicion,
Saboteur, All About Eve, An American
in Paris, The Thin Man, Secondhand
Lions.  

Last but not least, a wee gift for you.

Sometime at the start of your day, tell
yourself, “Something wonderful is
gonna happen to me today.” Brian
Tracy’s upbeat quote works wonders for
your mindset. It’s become my motto.

And now, dear reader, I’m passing on
this wee gift to you.

Water for each person in your car.
Bring a fresh supply with you before
leaving home
Perishable foods – fresh fruits,
veggies – that you pack and take
before leaving home 
An assortment of non-perishable
foods you and your family members
like
Extra sweaters, scarves, mittens,
gloves, warm boots and hats
Pillows
Blankets
Things to do if you’re stranded:
Puzzle books, reading books,
notebooks, paper, pens. Or, if you
prefer, your charged digital device.
Battery cables
At least one flashlight and spare
batteries
Flares
A bag or two of rock salt
A small shovel

My list of most crucial winter health
hazards is short. Topping the list is one
that was handed to me by my friend
when I first moved to Minnesota.
Second place goes to bodily wellness,
and, equally important is the third entry
– mental wellness. All three are crucial
for building and maintaining a happy,
well-balanced life.

Hazard #1 – Travel Safety

Always carry a couple of blankets in
your trunk,” Glen told me. Noted and
done! At the time, I was on the road a
lot, and it made sense to have
something warm nearby, in case I was
temporarily stranded. Maybe you could
also benefit from my expanded winter
emergency kit, which includes:

These items should help you weather
being stranded for the short-term.

Health Hazard #2 - Bodily Wellness

Eating, sleeping, and daily movement
(exercising) are biggies in my bodily
wellness toolkit. 

Eat - good, healthy foods. As a kid and
young adult, I didn’t love fresh veggies.
That all changed, thankfully. Root
veggies are nutrient-dense and filling.
They make easy-to-make, nourishing
soups, as well. Other healthy foods,
depending on your eating style, are
locally-raised beef, pork, chicken,
turkey, and organ meats. Wild-caught
cold-water fish and free-range eggs --
important dietary considerations. Also
important -- saying “no” to GMOs (and
their body-damaging glyphosates). 

Sleep - three of the best tips for a
rejuvenating night’s sleep are turning off
our digital devices an hour or two before
bed, removing digital devices from our
bedrooms, and sleeping in a cool room.
See how well you sleep if you take
these for a spin for a week of nights.

Exercise - Katherine Hepburn once
said she walked in all kinds of weather.
The advice is good, even in Minnesota.
On chilly days, bundle up (hats,
scarves, and gloves are not optional),
and enjoy a brisk walk. Bonus: You may
even sleep better! An indoor exercise
that adds movement is stepping in place
a couple of hundred times, a couple of
times a day.

Vitamin D - The Sunshine Vitamin 

For more on why this is a must-have 

Three Winter Health
Hazards and How to Avoid

Them
by

Natalie M. Rotunda 
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Place water and elderberries in a small saucepan and bring to a simmer. 
Add warming spices, as desired.
Stir frequently, simmering on low for 16 to 20 minutes.
Strain the berries. [Note: Press the berries with a spoon to obtain as much juice as possible.]
Place juice in a bowl. [Note: If you have a compost container, toss the strained berries into it.]
Add honey to taste. [Note: More honey helps preserve the syrup, longer.]

The Bulk Department is a popular stop for Co-op shoppers. In addition to bins filled with pastas, grains, flours, nuts, tasty treats,
and other wonderful choices, and teas and grind-your-own coffees, you’ll also find a robust selection of herbs and spices. It’s
where you’ll find the herb will highlight today -- elderberries.

This ancient herb can be made into delicious foods, or it can be made into useful remedies for your home apothecary. The elder
produces flowers as well as berries. We won’t touch on them, however, because the Co-op carries only the berries. I’m very happy
that it does, and I hope you will be, too. You may already know that elderberry syrup is a useful remedy against colds and
influenzas and other ailments. Check out the recipe below if you’re interested in making your own syrup. 

NOTE: In every corner of the globe, and for thousands of years, herbs have been the mainstay of the medicinal and culinary
realms. That said, know that our only intent with this column is to introduce you to herbs and how they’re used. It is NOT the
intent of any Board member, our General Manager, the newsletter editor, this writer, or anyone associated with the Good Earth
Food Co-op to dispense medical advice.  Before using any herb, check first with your medical practitioner. 

ELDER 

Known Botanically As: Sambucus nigra (also, S. cerulea, S. canadensis, S. Mexicana)
Family: Adoxaceae          Parts Used: Berries          Energetics: Cooling, drying          Taste: Sour-tasting.
Some of Its Properties: Berries are antiviral, immunomodulating, antioxidant, anti-inflammatory. 
Use It For: Colds and influenza, fevers, ear infections; and to strengthen eyes.  
Plant Preparations: In the kitchen: Jams, jellies, pies, wine. For your apothecary: Syrup,  elixir, a tincture, and in oxymels. 
Key Nutritional Constituents: Elderberries contain vitamins C and A, bioflavonoids, flavonoids, beta-carotene, iron, and potassium.
History: Mankind has used elder since before recorded time. Pliny (Roman author: 23-79 A.D.) noted that shepherds used wood
from the elder shrub to make flutes and trumpets. 

It was common to plant an elder bush along the edge of a garden to ward off evil. Meanwhile, grazing animals enjoyed its tender
tips.

Modern Herbalist Maude Grieve says… "Elderberry is an “infallible cure for influenza in its first stage.”

Cautions worth noting: Digestive upsets, possibly diarrhea, can result if eating too many raw berries. Seeds in red berries are
poisonous.

Recipe for Elderberry Syrup (Source: Modern Day Herbalist Rosalee de la Foret)

Ingredients:

1 cup dried elderberries
2 cups filtered water
Honey
Additional warming spices (cinnamon, nutmeg, cloves, cardamom, ginger, etc.).

Place in a lidded jar, and store in your fridge. 

Rosalee adds, “Elderberry syrup can be a yummy addition to breads and pancakes, or an important medicine for modulating the
immune system. Take a spoonful frequently at the first sign of a cold or flu, or small amounts daily to help improve the immune
system.”
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Have you ever wondered what the

letters “DCBL” stands for on DCBL

Acres’ labels? Cheri Sauerer reveals
that “D” stands for Don, “C” is for
Cheri, “B” is for Becky, and “L” is for
Lynn, their daughters. Beyond

farming, Don and Cheri tell us about
a couple of other passions that keep
them busy.

Cheri, where is your farm located?
Ours is a 227-acre certified organic
farm located south of Avon, MN. 

Is DCBL primarily a cattle farm, or
do you farm other crops?B

esides cattle, we also raise sheep,
chickens for meat and eggs, pigs,
and ducks. We also grow a variety
of field crops – hay, barley, oats,
rye, and corn, as well as a large

variety of produce and herbs.

Are there other foods that you
provide Co-op shoppers?
We provide beef liver, ground lamb,
whole chickens, and eggs.   

How long have you been farming?
Did you grow up on a farm?
I grew up in St. Joe, and Don has
been farming his entire life. I

learned about farming after I

married Don.  In 1982, Don and I

bought the home-place from Don’s

parents, and we’ve continued to
farm the land that the Sauerer
family has owned for more than 80
years.

organic inspection is to confirm that
we continue to meet the Federal
National Organic Program standards
and regulations. The process
involves a third-party inspector who
comes to the farm and reviews our
documentation. He tests field and

produce samples for chemical
residue, he inspects the fields and

gardens for pest and weed control,
and he verifies that the seeds we

plant are not genetically modified.
He also inspects for a number of

other verifications.  

What do you like best about what
you do? 

What we like best about what we

do is working together to grow and

raise wholesome organic foods.
We’ve gained in-depth knowledge

over the years on how to care for
the soil, plants, and animals, all
without using harsh chemicals and

genetically-modified seeds. It’s
provided us with a lifetime of

learning that we can share with
others.

The work is hard but, at the end of

the day, we take pride in being able 

to say that we are truly organic.

CONT'D ON PAGE 10
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Have DCBL Acres always been a

certified organic farm? How often
must you be recertified?  

Twenty years ago, we began
transitioning the farm from
conventional farming practices to
organic. Four years later, all of the

land and pastures, and all of the

crops and produce were certified

organic.

Every year, we undergo an
inspection. The purpose of an



Lessons from Grandma Mary

by

Dr. Lee Aberle
My grandmother was born on 12.12.12.
It is a date that is easy to remember.
She was 5 years old at the beginning
of 1918. I did not think to ask her
about the 1918 flu before she died.
Nonetheless, she did impart some life
lessons that I have worked to emulate
in my life that may be useful for Covid
-19. 

Grandma Mary was a twin and she
and her twin Susie were inseparable
through the years I knew them. They
lived through 2 world wars, the stock
market crash of 1929 and the great
depression. I know they both took
comfort in each other throughout
their lives. If you have a living family
member that has lived through so
much history, I encourage you to ask
about the times they lived through. I
wish I had the opportunity, but I
missed it as I miss her. 

When I looked back on information
about the 1918 flu I found a photo
article from the Atlantic. There are
pictures of people in masks, college
classes offered outdoors, at least in
some places children were not in
school in the US and they made some
toys for refuge children impacted by
World War I and the pandemic. For
the world, the 1918 flu was a 15 month
period of time that included changes
in routine, self-sacrifice and many
deaths. People made drastic changes
in order to help each other survive a
killer. In South Dakota where my
grandma was living the 1918 flu was
the number 1 cause of death in the
state that year. And in many ways,
this pandemic is following the same
pattern as the 1918 flu pandemic
which my Grandmother lived
through.

Our experiences impact our lives, 
9

they shape who we are and become.
For example, my grandma was an
inspirational recycler. I’m talking next
level inspirational. Off the charts. She
re-used kitchen rubber gloves by
making them into rubber bands by
cutting up used ones into circles so
that her rubber bands were all sizes.
As a child, I wondered why I could not
find rubber bands like grandma’s in
the store. She would also wash the
plastic bags she used for her home-
baked bread in the washing machine
and hang on the line. Through my
child’s eyes, this effort was beyond me
but as an adult, my grandma inspired
me to re-use and recycle. I continue
to work to emulate her efforts. 

things she HAS to do. That way she
always likes the things she does. They
become a joy.

At the time I was focused on how
unfair it was that I had to do
something I did not want to and I was
not receptive to grandma’s message.
Like I said, I was a typical child. But
those words have stuck with me and
continue to resonate through my
entire life. They have become one of
the anchors that ground my life. I find
it interesting that I most remember
the advice when I am feeling
particularly childish when told to do
something I do not want to. I think
about those words and my grandma
when I have a chore or task that I
have to do.

With my grandma’s example, I work
to find value in wearing masks to
protect others from covid- 19. I find
value in washing my hands. In being
kind to others. I cannot say it is
always fun or easy to put others’
needs before mine, but I find joy and
solace in everyone doing this with
me.  I do not want my choices to
cause harm to those around me. We
are all in this together.  

I know that this is hard for some
people. I know because it’s hard for
some of my patients. I think about my
otherwise physically healthy patients
who have diagnosed PTSD from
military service, and who have
Anxiety Disorder. And those patients
wear a mask for me and the other
patients at Edgewater Medicine. And I
make sure I let them know how
grateful I am to them for the other
patients who visit my office who are
more medically fragile than they are.
That’s who I wear my mask outside
my office for. For others. For elderly 

In particular, I remember one
afternoon that my mom and several of
my siblings and I were working in my
grandma’s garden. I do not recall the
details about why I was in a crabby
mood but I wanted to be anywhere
else doing anything else. I was a
typical child. After a while of me
crabbing around and being a general
pain, I found myself working near
grandma and she gently mentioned,
while working and not looking at me,
that she works to LIKE doing the 



people, like Grandma Mary, to whom I owe so
much. 

As we are entering cold and flu season, I am
going to include the following chart that will
help you understand the differences in
symptoms between covid-19, flu and colds. 
But if you are sick and not sure, then visit your

health care provider. Get tested. Early
intervention is key.

For general prevention, it is recommended to
take about 2 grams of vitamin C a day as well
as 5000 IU of vitamin D a day.

GRANDMA MARY
CONT'D FROM PAGE 9
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DCBL ACRES
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Give us a snapshot of what your typical day

looks like.

Our day starts around 5:30 a.m. when we do
chores. Then we work in the produce gardens
or in the fields. We grow a variety of grains:
wheat, rye, barley, and oats. We grind small
batches of grains twice a week, and they
provide fresh, nutritious feed for the animals.

What do you like to do for relaxation?

We enjoy going to the lake and spending time

with our family. In 2019, we became

grandparents for the first time!

What is something people would be surprised

to learn about you?

Don began baking breads from scratch several
years ago. Just a few loaves, at first. Now, he

bakes up to 40 loaves every week. He bakes
old-fashioned yeast breads – old-fashioned

white, honey-cracked wheat, cranberry wild
rice, garlic herb and cheese, sourdough, and

rosemary focaccia -- with whole 

CONT'D ON PAGE 11
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grain flour and no preservatives or
enhanced/bleached flour. He keeps
experimenting, so you never know when he

adds another flavor.

My passion is growing flowers and produce. I’m
a University of Minnesota Extension Master
Gardener. We’re a group that has a keen
interest in gardening and horticulture. Every
year, we’re required to take five hours of

continuing education and to do 25 hours of

community volunteer work. Part of my volunteer
work is spent at the annual Stearns County
Gardening Education Day, where we hear from
keynote speakers and breakout session speakers
on topics such as soil, vegetable growing,
container gardening, pest control, landscaping,
and other topics. 

Master Gardeners also judge 4H horticulture
exhibits at the County Fair. We hold an annual
Spring plant sale, along with other activities for
the community.  Another volunteer activity I

enjoy is answering horticulture questions from
the general public at my booth at the St. Cloud

Farmers Market.

There is so much more to say about Don & Cheri

and DCBL Acres.  You can read more in Part 2

in the Spring 2021 GE Digest.
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